
Terms of the offer:  

 The promotion period of FX Rewards is from 16 April 2020 to 30 June 2020 (both dates inclusive) (“Promotion 

Period”). 

 This FX Rewards is only applicable to Integrated Banking Services customers (“Selected Customers”). 

 To be eligible for receiving FX Rewards, Selected Customers should conduct foreign exchange transactions 

(including (a) conversion of Hong Kong dollars into foreign currency, (b) conversion of foreign currency into 

Hong Kong dollars and (c) cross currency conversion) via BOCHK Mobile Banking through the 

HKD/Multi-Currency/RMB account in sole name (“Eligible Exchange Transactions”); and it should reach the 

designated total accumulated exchange amount (“Total Exchange Amount”) during the Promotion Period 

(“Eligible FX Customers”). Details of the offer are as below: 

Total Exchange Amount (HKD equivalent) Rewards (HKD) 

HK$100,000 or above HK$100 

 The transaction date, time, exchange rate and exchange amount of Eligible Exchange Transactions as well as 

the Total Exchange Amount are subject to the record of BOCHK. The relevant exchange amount will be 

converted into Hong Kong dollars on the basis of the prevailing exchange rate quoted by BOCHK at the close of 

business on the transaction day. BOCHK reserves the right to amend any calculation method of transaction 

amount at its sole discretion. 

 Each Eligible FX Customers can enjoy the rewards once only. 

 The rewards will be deposited to the relevant account upon verification of record by BOCHK, the rewards will be 

in form of cash, and will be deposited into Eligible FX Customer’s non-dormant HKD Saving Account or HKD 

Current Account on or before 30 September 2020. 

 Eligible FX customers whose non-dormant HKD Saving Account or HKD Current Account should be valid and in 

good standing, throughout the Promotion Period and at the time when the rewards is deposited. In the event of 

termination of Eligible FX Customers non-dormant HKD Saving Account or HKD Current Account during the 

Rewards Promotion Period or at the time the rewards is being awarded, the rewards will not be credited to the 

designated account; and will be cancelled automatically forthwith. 

 The rewards cannot be exchanged for other gifts, and is also non-refundable and not for sale. 

 

Risk Disclosure, Important Notice and Disclaimer 

Risk Disclosure / Important Notice 

Risk Disclosure of Foreign Currency Trading:  

Foreign currencies/ RMB products are subject to exchange rate fluctuations which may provide both opportunities 

and risks. The fluctuation in the exchange rate of foreign currencies/ RMB may result in losses in the event that the 

customer converts the foreign currencies/ RMB fund into Hong Kong dollar or other foreign currencies. 

 

RMB Conversion Limitation Risk:  

RMB investments are subject to exchange rate fluctuations which may provide both opportunities and risks. The 

fluctuation in the exchange rate of RMB may result in losses in the event that the customer converts RMB into HKD 

or other foreign currencies. 

 

RMB is currently not fully freely convertible. Individual customers can be offered CNH rate to conduct conversion of 

RMB through bank accounts and may occasionally not be able to do so fully or immediately, for which it is subject 

to the RMB position of the banks and their commercial decisions at that moment. Customers should consider and 

understand the possible impact on their liquidity of RMB funds in advance. 

 

Although investment may bring profit opportunities, however each investment product or service involves potential 

risks. Due to dynamic changes in the market, the price movement and volatility of investment product may not be 

the same as expected by customers. Customers' fund may increase or reduce due to the purchase or sale of 

investment product. The loss incurred from investment maybe the same or greater than initial investment amount, 

proceeds may also change accordingly. Part of the investment may not be able to liquidate immediately under 



certain market situation. 

 

Past performance is not indicative of future performance. 

 

Before making any investment decisions, you should consider your own financial situation, investment objectives 

and experiences, risk acceptance and ability to understand the nature and risks of the relevant product. For the 

nature and risk disclosures of individual investment products, you should read carefully the relevant offering 

documents for details. If any doubt, you should seek independent professional advice before placing orders. 

 

The investment decision is yours but you should not invest in any investment product unless the intermediary who 

sells such investment product to you has explained to you that such product is suitable for you having regard to 

your financial situation, investment experience and investment objectives.  

 

Investment involves risks. It is as likely that losses will be incurred rather than profit made as a result of buying and 

selling securities, commodities, foreign exchanges, derivatives or other investments. The price of a security may 

move up or down, and may become valueless. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future 

performance. Foreign investments carrying additional risks is not generally associated with investments in the 

domestic market, including but not limited to adverse changes in currency rate, foreign laws and regulations. The 

video and commentary do not and are not intended to identify any or all of the risks that may be involved in the 

securities or investments referred to herein. Investors should read and fully understand all the offering documents 

related to such securities or investments and all the risk disclosure statements and risk warnings therein before 

making any investment decisions. 

 

The Bank is a subsidiary of Bank of China Limited. Bank of China Limited & the subsidiaries and/or their officers, 

directors and employees may have positions in and may trade for their own accounts in all or any of the securities, 

commodities, foreign exchanges, derivatives or investments mentioned in this video and commentary. Bank of 

China Limited & the subsidiaries may have provided investment services (whether investment banking or 

non-investment banking related), may have underwritten, or may act as market maker in relation to these 

securities, commodities, foreign exchanges, derivatives or investments. Commission or other fees may be earned 

by Bank of China Limited & the subsidiaries in respect of the services provided by them relating to these securities, 

commodities, foreign exchanges, derivatives or other investments. 

 

Disclaimer 

All information, content or materials included on this mobile application (“this Service”) is provided on an “as is” and 

“as available” basis and for reference only. The market commentary and price alert of this Service is provided by 

the Bank. FX news, FX chart, FX polls, economic calendar and relevant data of this Service are provided by 

REFINITIV (formerly Financial and Risk Business of Thomson Reuters). Neither the Bank nor REFINITIV makes 

any representations or warranties of any kind, express or implied as to the accuracy, correctness or completeness 

of the information provided by it. Neither the Bank nor REFINITIV accepts any responsibility or liability whatsoever, 

contingent or otherwise, for any loss howsoever arising from or in reliance upon the whole or part of any such 

information, content or materials included on this Service. You shall use this Service at your own risk. 

 

The information provided is based on sources which the Bank believes to be reliable but has not been 

independently verified, therefore the Bank does not make any representation, warranty or undertaking as to the 

accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information or opinions provided in this video and commentary. The 

forecasts and opinions contained in the video and commentary are only provided as a general market commentary 

and are not an independent investment research report and do not provide any investment advice or return 

guarantee and should not be relied upon as such. All views, forecasts and estimates are the judgments of the 

analysts made before the publication date, and are subject to change without further notice. No liability or 

responsibility are accepted by the Bank and related information providers in relation to the use of or reliance on 

any such information, projections and/or opinions whatsoever contained in the video and commentary. Investors 

must make their own assessment of the relevance, accuracy and adequacy of the information, projections and/or 

opinions contained in the video and commentary and make such independent investigations as they may consider 

necessary or appropriate for the purpose of such assessment. 



 

The Bank shall not be liable to any loss or damage incurred by any person caused by direct or indirect usage of the 

information in the video, commentary or its content stated herein. 

 

The securities, commodities, foreign exchanges, derivatives or investments referred to in the video and 

commentary may not be suitable for all investors. No consideration has been given to any particular investment 

objectives or experience, financial situation or other needs of any recipient. Accordingly, no representation or 

recommendation is made and no liability is accepted with regard to the suitability or appropriateness of any of the 

securities and/or investments referred to herein for any particular person's circumstances. Investors should 

understand the nature and risks of the relevant product and make investment decision(s) based on his/her own 

financial situation, investment objectives and experiences, willingness and ability to bear risks and specific needs; 

and if necessary, should seek independent professional advice before making any investment decision(s). The 

video and commentary are not intended to provide any professional advice and should not be relied upon in that 

regard. 


